YEAR 7 ELT (differentiated)

IF YOU NEED ANY RESOURCES (PENS, PAPER, INTERNET ACCESS, PRINTING) PLEASE
COME TO AO4 AND SPEAK TO MRS HASKINS.

MFL – Why learn languages?
1. Design an advert to persuade other students to learn a
foreign language.

On your advert put:
a)
b)
c)
d)







8 facts about why it is important to learn a language
Jobs you can get if you know another language.
A list of famous people who speak other languages.
Write a list of facts about a person who works with languages (think about
MFLteachers, interpreters, tour guides etc.)

Your work should be between 1 – 2 pages long.
It can be done by hand or on the computer
Do not copy and paste.
Include writing, pictures and diagrams.
Write in full sentences.

Hand to your teacher by 21/09/18

R.E – Buddhism

1. Prepare a presentation on a large piece of paper entitled “Buddhism: religion of the
future.”
Include the following information –
a) How has Buddhism changed over the years?
b) Explain how Buddhism can have a positive effect on the way we live today.
c)






Research famous Buddhists and collect quotations from them.

Your work should be at least one A3 page.
It could include writing, pictures and diagrams.
You can complete it by hand or on the computer.
Write in full sentences.

Hand it to your teacher by 28/09/18

Art – Colour

1. Find two paintings on the internet, which have exciting colours.
2. Print out the pictures and stick them in your art sketchbook.
3. Write the name of the artist, the name of the painting and the
date it was painted
4. Write five descriptive words (adjectives) to describe each painting.
5. Copy one of the paintings but use different colours.




Spend at least 2 hours on this task.
Have fun!

Hand it to your teacher by 05/10/18

English – Shakespeare and the Tempest

1. Find out what the word ‘tempest’ means. Draw a picture to show what it means.
2. Think of a magic trick that you think Prospero would use to help him create a tempest.
3. Create profiles of the main characters in the Tempest - Miranda, Prospero, Caliban,
Ferdinand and Ariel. (A character profile is a very brief description of a character's life).
4. Write a different scene for the play, where Caliban is murdered. How was he killed? Who
kills him? Why was he killed? What were Caliban’s last words?

Hand it to your teacher by 12/10/18

History –Medieval Life.

1. You need to research and use what you have learnt in class to create a board game about
medieval life. You could organise this into any board game you like. For example recreating
snakes and ladders for the ‘ups and downs’ of medieval life, monopoly – you could be sent
to the stocks and not jail etc.)





You should produce a planning sheet showing all your
ideas.(you could do a mind map for this)
It can be made by hand or on the computer.
Remember – you will need to carry it to school!

Hand it to your teacher by 19/10/18

Technology – Iconic Designers & Designs

1.
2.
3.
4.

Choose a designer from the box below.
Fold at least 2 A4 sheets of paper in half to create a mini booklet.
Complete a title page.
Fill the others pages with information about the designer, images of their creations and your
opinion about the designs (even if you do not like the designs – say so!)
5. Re-design an everyday product in the style of your favourite designer.

Mary Quant
Alexander McQueen
Marcel Breuer
Arne Jacobsen
Zaha Hadid
Frank Lloyd Wright
Philippe Starck





Your booklet can be done by hand or on the computer.
Do not copy and paste from the internet.
Have fun

Hand it to your teacher by 02/11/18

Maths – How do we measure?

1. Produce a poster about measurement showing the following information:
a) Name one thing you measure in another subject (not including maths)
b) Find 10 objects and measure them accurately (do not forget to include the unit of
measurement).
c) What sort of things do we measure in real life? How do we measure them?






Your poster should contain some writing and some pictures.
You can do it by hand or on the computer
Try to put as much information on your poster as possible
Remember – maths is fun!

Hand it to your teacher by 09/11/18

P.E – Warming up for a sport.

1. On an A4 sheet of paper write 4 paragraphs explaining:
Paragraph 1 – how would you warm up for a sport
Paragraph 2 – why would you warm up for a sport
Paragraph 3 – what techniques you could use to warm up before taking part in a sport.
Paragraph 4 – what problems might you have if you do not warm up before taking part in a
sport.





You can use the internet or books – try
http://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/standard/pe/the body/training and
effects/revision/1/
You could watch you tube –A-PE channel
Your work should be no longer than one A4 page.

Hand it to your teacher by 16/11/18

Science – in the news

1. You need to produce two posters on science in the news.
2. You will need to summarise a news article on each of the posters about 1 of the topics in the
box below.

Science in Sport
Technology and communication
Space exploration
Our planet
Medicine and health
The animal kingdom





Your posters should be, at least, one side of an A4 sheet of page.
Each poster should contain 2 images, some writing explaining what the
newspaper article said and a paragraph giving you opinions on the piece of news.
Useful websites – www.scienceforstudent and www.bbc.co.uk/news

Computing – how does technology influence my life?

1. In your booklet, your computing teacher has given you, keep a diary to record the usage of
technology over a one-week period. Your diary should include:

a) The device you have used (e.g. tablet phone/laptop games console etc.)
b) The activity conducted using the device (e.g. looking at you tube, texting, playing games etc)
c) The amount of time you spent per activity.

2. When the week has been completed, you will need to look at the data and write a report on
how technology is influencing your life. Do you think it is a good thing or a bad thing? Does it
distract you? Would you do more outside activities if you did not have technology?




Write in full sentences
Your report should be no longer than one side of A4
You could include graphs.

Hand to your teacher by 30/11/18

Music – Christmas carol service.

Design a front cover for the Christmas Carol Service.








It should set the scene for our Christmas Carol service and include something musical to
remind people coming to the service what to expect.
It needs to be black and white.
It should be no bigger that A4
It should have a Christmas theme.
It should be done by hand.
Be as creative as you can!

‘

Hand to your teacher by 30/11/18

Geography – local issues

1. On an A4 piece of paper write an information leaflet about one of the topics in the box
below. What is the issue? What can be done to solve the issue?

Local flooding
Migration
Drought
Pollution
Rural decline
Coastal flooding/retreat
Tourism pressures.






Your leaflet should include writing, pictures and maps.
Your leaflet could be done by hand or on the computer
Do not copy and paste information from the internet.
Useful websites – www.northdevongazette.co.uk/news/costal-areas-at-risk-of-high-tideflooding-1-1660024 and
www.discoveringbritain.org/content/discoveringbritain/walk%20booklets/Westward%Ho
e%20walk%20-%20written%20guide.pdf

Hand it to your teacher by 14/12/18

